
Ondheim Theodish Fellowship Midsummer 2022 
  

   On Saturday July 23, 2022, the Ondheim Theodish Fellowship gathered 

together at Thunreshof to celebrate midsummer.  Many of the folk were in 

attendance, as well as some guests.  The day began with lunch and communal bond 

building, with the folk engaging in games like Kubb, Axe Throwing, and 

Archery.  It was a beautiful day, Freyr having blessed us with gorgeous weather, 

albeit very hot.  It was yet another great day for the Folk! 

  Chris Thane, Skyler Karl and Patty Karl presented 

the completed replacement of the tribal Irminsul at 

Thunreshof, the completion of their boast from Yule 

2022.  Once again proving how real heathens LIVE their 

path and complete their boasts as promised.  Responsibility 

and accountability are paramount in our worldview.  The 

old Irminsul, having stood over our holy stead for over a 

decade was then sacrificed to The Gods as a part of the 

ritual.  It is important to honor the passing of the old into 

the new, and never forget where we came from, as it is in 

the lessons of the past that we find our way to worth.   

The folk and guests all participated in the tradition of 

fire jumping for Fertility and Honor was given to Freyr and the 

ancestors.  It was a very moving ritual.  After the feast, as is the 

midsummer tradition, the folk met in Thing and the plans and 

business of the tribe were brought forth and presented.  The 

tribe will open Yule to guests and the event is to be held in the 

Log cabin longhouses that have been used by our folk for 

decades at Ten Mile River.  Having set our foundational thews 

as a tribe in the past year, we fare forth and open our events to 

our friends and guests on a larger scale. The Gods and ancestors 

have heard our plans, and may we all be lucky in them! 

As a part of the tribal business of the day, two more 

worthed freedmen chose to take their hold oaths and 

swear their service before Gods, Ancestors, and the 

folk.  Josh Karl and Rob Karl both chose to swear 

their hold oaths to William Lord.  Their oaths were 

sworn and witnessed at the Horg by all.  May we all 

continue to work and worth ourselves and build a 

gefrain worthy of our forefathers! 

 

Hail The Gods and Ancestors! 

Hail The Folk! 


